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Ōma Redefines Your Cinema Experience

Whereas all the cinemas built for more than 50 years now are
similar and reproduce the same seating arrangement of the

spectators, this concept of movie theatre creates a cinematographic 
experience at the same time intimate, spectacular and immersive, 

making Ōma unique in the global cinematographic landscape.

“

Pierre Chican
Cinema architect, Founder & CEO Ōma Cinema



An Unforgetable
Experience

Much more than just the spetacular nature of the architec-
ture, the original configuration of the room has been de-
signed to offer viewers an exceptional audio and visual expe-
rience, projecting an image free of any distortion. Ōma is an 
experience that you will never forget.



Treat Your
Audience

The unique configuration of the Ōma cinemaallows highly 
personalized services: VIP-Corporate hospitality boxes, table 
service on all of selected platforms and exclusive VIP access 
to lounge and bar.



Design Your Own 
Ōma Cinema

Platform distribution allows Ōma to meet your very specific 
needs in existing structures or new projects alike. Choose the 
size of each platform, number of levels, platforms per level, 
etc.



Pierre Chican
Architect

Specialized in the realization of cultural arenas and more 
particularly of cinemas for more than 20 years no, Pierre 
Chican designed two of the most successful cinema the-
aters in France: UGC Les Halles (4.5 million tickets sold in 
2016) & UGC Bercy (3 million tickets sold in 2016) in Paris 
and many other projects in France (Pathé La Valette with 
the first IMAX laser cinema in France) and abroad.

Nicolas Chican
Business Partner

Nicolas Chican has a Masters in Science of Management at 
EM LYON Business School. He majored in Services Market-
ing and developed strong skills in the entertainment and 
tourism industry. During his studies, Nicolas worked on a 
revenue management oriented solution for cinema tickets.






